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ABSTRACT
The Naphtha Cracking Center (NCC) is central to petrochemical
feedstock production through the intricate process. It consists of
receipt stage for unloading naphtha, blending stage for mixing
naphtha, and furnace stage for producing marketable products. It is
crucial to make an optimal schedule for NCC for profitability and ef-
ficiency. Traditionally managed by human experts, challenges arise
in predicting complex chemical reactions and navigating real-world
complexities. To address these issues, this paper aims to develop
autonomous NCC operation using multi-agent reinforcement learn-
ing, where each agent is responsible for each stage and collaborates
to achieve common objectives, while adhering to real-world con-
straints. We developed an online web service to allow the staff in LG
Chem Daesan NCC facility to obtain an NCC schedule in real-time,
and the staff are now operating the facility based on the schedules
generated by the online web service.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Naphtha Cracking Center (NCC) is integral to petrochemical
production, involving complex processes such as the receipt stage
for unloading naphtha from a vessel to a tank, the blending stage
for mixing naphtha to achieve the desired quality, and the furnace
stage for producing marketable products from the mixed naphtha.
Traditionally, these processes have been managed by human ex-
perts who face challenges due to unpredictable chemical reactions,
numerous constraints, and uncertainties. Previous research efforts
often focused on a subset of the overall process. Joo et al. [3], Kim
et al. [4] tackled furnace control using genetic algorithm but they
assume no changes in state over time, which is hardly applicable to
comprehensive NCC operation. Meanwhile, Lee et al. [6] formalized
the NCC problem as a mixed-integer linear programming problem.
However, they require a well-defined linear mathematical model
and could not account for the furnace stage due to its nonlinearity.

In response to these gaps, we introduce Reinforcement Learning
(RL) agents using Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) for
comprehensive management of overall NCC operations. Each agent
is responsible for a specific stage and collaborates to achieve optimal
objectives such as profit maximization, while adhering to real-world
constraints. We contribute in: 1) Formulating the NCC scheduling
problem as MARL with complex constraints; 2) Creating a realistic
simulator for RL agents that reflects real-world NCC conditions;
and 3) Developing an online web service for generating real-time,
optimal NCC schedules, now in operational use at LG Chem Daesan
NCC facility. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first learning-
based approach to optimize the overall NCC operation, significantly
advancing complex industrial manufacturing process management.

2 APPROACH
2.1 NCC Scheduling Optimization
Naphtha Cracking Center (NCC) refers to a facility equipped to
crack naphtha and produce basic petrochemical feedstock. Such an
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Figure 1: The flow diagram of NCC operation.

NCC consists of three consecutive stages, as illustrated in Figure 1:
receipt, blending, and furnace stages. Initially, naphtha is delivered
from various geographically distributed refineries via vessels.When
the vessel arrives at the docking station, naphtha is unloaded into
receipt tanks. The various types of naphtha from the receipt tanks
are mixed at the feed tank to achieve the desired quality of naphtha
for the furnace. The mixed naphtha is then cracked in the furnace
and converted into marketable products.

Given a set of information of NCC, such as tank levels, vessel
arrival plan, and the expected price of naphtha and marketable
products, we require a schedule for controlling the overall process
of the NCC in the upcoming weeks, since staff need to review it
on site in advance. Once such a schedule is created, staff manage
the facility in accordance with the schedule until a new schedule
is generated. We refer to the creation of such a schedule as NCC
scheduling, and optimal NCC scheduling is crucial for maximizing
profits and ensuring the efficient operation of the facility.

In this paper, we consider the NCC scheduling problem as an
MARL problem, with agents responsible for their corresponding
stages. A receipt agent decides on a receipt tank to store the naphtha
from the vessel and sets the receipt rate, while a blending agent
determines which receipt tanks to draw naphtha from and at what
rate. Finally, a furnace agent determines control variables, including
the feed rate taken from the feed tank and coil outlet temperature,
enabling the corresponding furnace to convert naphtha into prod-
ucts. These agents must collaborate to achieve common objectives
such as profit and stability while adhering to the constraints.

Notably, each agent makes decisions of varying durations at
different times. For example, a receipt agent takes action when the
vessel arrives irregularly, and a blending action continues until
the level of the chosen receipt tank reaches a threshold. In this
regard, we introduce MacDec-POMDP [1, 9, 10] to account for this
asynchronicity among the agents, since the MARL methods under
the assumption of synchronicity, where most works focused, have
limitations in realistic asynchronous settings.

2.2 NCC Simulator for MARL
We developed a simulator for MARL that reflects the real NCC en-
vironment based on OpenAI Gym [2]. This simulator takes actions
from agents and provides them with next observations and rewards
based on their current actions. An agent’s observation consists of
relevant information for solving the task the agent is responsible
for. The reward is designed to encourage agents to collaborate in
achieving common objectives while adhering to real-world con-
straints, i.e., Profit −∑

𝑐∈Constraints𝑤𝑐 · Cost𝑐 , shared across all
agents. Here, profit is calculated by subtracting the estimated pro-
duction cost of marketable products from the estimated revenue
generated by selling them, taking into account the cost of energy

usage and the price of naphtha. One of constraints we consider is
the stability of paraffin property in naphtha which is known as a
key component for efficient production of the facility [5]. For this
constraint, we use change of paraffin property in naphtha stored in
the feed tank as the constraint cost, Cost𝑐 . Since other constraints
are related to business and operational issues, we have concealed
them. Additionally, the simulator terminates the current episode,
when agents violate safety-critical or availability constraints, such
as any tank level deviating beyond threshold.

2.3 Agent Training and Deployment
Wemodify the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm [8] to
make it suitable for asynchronous MARL, i.e., we utilize multi-agent
variant PPO [11] with special training buffer for asynchronicity [10].
And, we train RL agents on diverse scenarios, e.g., different price
and initial tank levels, for robustness. We use Ray RLlib [7], an
open-source library designed for highly distributed RL workloads
in industry applications. After training, we generate NCC schedules
by running simulations for the upcoming weeks using the NCC
simulator. To further optimize the scheduling, we employ beam
search, which finds and retains the top-𝐾 schedules.

We deploy the RL-based scheduling process as an online web
service, as depicted in Figure 2. This service allows users to generate
NCC schedules in real-time and provides a user-friendly interface.

Figure 2: The overview of the online web service.

3 DEMONSTRATION
In this section, we provide instructions on how to use the developed
online web service.1 A user can access the online web service by
following these steps:
1. Select a simulator version and RL agent version to run.
2. Upload necessary input files, i.e., information of NCC.
3. Verify uploaded files and generate schedules using RL agents.
4. Check the overview for 𝑁 schedules with figures and statistics.
5. Download schedules written in staff-friendly formats.

We simulated both schedules in 2023, generated by human ex-
perts and the online web service, using the NCC simulator we
developed. We observed that the schedules generated by the online
web service yielded higher profits and more frequently satisfied the
constraints compared to the schedules created by human experts.
The online web service for NCC scheduling is now in operational
use at LG Chem Daesan NCC facility.
1Video link: https://youtu.be/TxoWG7_SLLU.
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